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FlyQuébec to spend the summer of 2015 at Parc Jean-Drapeau
Montréal, June 1, 2015 ̶
Montrealers will have access to the Flyboard, the aquatic
phenomenon acclaimed worldwide, in idyllic settings a mere five minutes away from the
downtown area! The activity will be available on the lake of Ȋle Notre-Dame near the Casino de
Montréal and the Circuit Gilles-Villeneuve. The location is ideal and easily accessible by car,
metro and bike. Visitors can take advantage of the beautiful beach and quality water, in addition
to access to the wide array of attractions at Parc Jean Drapeau.
Treat yourself to this unique activity! Enjoy the enriching and refreshing experience of a new,
extreme sport where you can fly above water, dive into it and perform daring stunts free from
the effects of gravity! The intuitive handing of the ingenious Flyboard system offers exhilarating
feelings of freedom and a high-adrenaline ride as you swoop through the air and shoot forward
underwater!
Trying this new, must-do activity is easy and accessible. The Flyboard is very safe and simple to
use by anyone over age 10 and weighing more than 80 pounds.
To take full advantage of this activity, FlyQuébec also offers the Jetpack, available only at Parc
Jean-Drapeau. This exclusive offer targets a broader customer base, making the Flyboard
accessible to the public at large.
As an introduction to our activities, your partner, FlyQuébec, is offering a promotion with
discounts of up to 70%. For a reservation or more information, go to the Parc Jean-Drapeau
website at: www.parcjeandrapeau.com.
Visit our website at www.flyquebec.com and our Facebook page at
www.facebook.com/flyquebec for news on our most recent developments, demonstrations,
events and promotions. Stay abreast of the latest news and take a chance at winning prizes by
participating in our many contests!
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